Background: Chagas disease affects an estimated 300,000 individuals in the US. Diagnosis in 26 the chronic phase requires positive results by two different IgG serological tests. Three ELISAs
Introduction
For the current analysis, the Ortho ELISA was re-run on all 800 specimens in 2019. Aliquots used for current Ortho testing were thawed and refrozen twice.
were born in the US, but the source of their infections was likely a mixture (congenital, travel or locally acquired); this group of donations was not included in analyses by birth country.
153
The three analyses (BD-status, consensus, and LCA) yielded similar results, with highest sensitivity estimates resulted from the LCA and the lowest from the BD comparison; the 156 reverse trend was seen for specificity. The 2-class LCA showed better fit than a 3-class 157 analysis both by AIC (-2059.089 vs -2027.283) and BIC (-2101.25 vs -2092.867).
158
In all three analyses, InBios CDP had the highest sensitivity (97 to 99%), but the lowest 159 specificity (88 to 92%). Reader agreement on InBios scores was high (weighted kappa=0.9315
160
(95% CI 0.9209, 0.9420). Agreement on determination of positive (score 1-6) versus negative 161 (score 0) was more than 99% (795/800 (99.4%); kappa=0.9865 [95% CI 0.9746, 0.9983]. There 162 were only five discordant results: two specimens positive by reader 1 and negative by reader 2, 163 three specimens with the converse. The majority of apparent false-positive InBios results had 164 intensity scores of 1 (87% for BD, 83% for consensus analysis). Hemagen displayed the lowest 165 sensitivity (88 to 92%) but high specificity (99 to 100%). Eleven specimens had Hemagen Figure S2 ). negative results. Current Ortho S/CO values were a median 15.9% lower than in BD testing regression analysis of percent decline in S/CO vs specimen age in months).
181
Finally, we stratified results by region of birth to explore geographic variation in test 182 sensitivity ( Table 3 ). Compared to BD or consensus status, sensitivity for Ortho, Wiener and 183 Hemagen tended to be lowest in specimens from those born in Mexico and highest in those 
194
In common with recommendations for syphilis and early algorithms for HIV (25, 26) , 195 definitive diagnosis of chronic T. cruzi infection requires positive results by two distinct tests (3, as a tie-breaker, such as the IgG TESA-blot or the Abbott ESA, the latter having received FDA 230 licensure for confirmatory use in the blood donor screening algorithm.
231
The use of surplus blood donation specimens has both limitations and advantages.
232
Blood donor populations are not representative of the general US population; donors are 233 younger and healthier than the population at large, and although the rate of donation by 234 Hispanics has increased markedly over the past decade, this group remains underrepresented Seronegative specimens frequency-matched to seropositive specimens by donation region.
2 Positive blood donors significantly more likely to report Hispanic ethnicity (p<0.0001). 3 Data available for 282 blood donors identified as seropositive in blood donation testing; no data for 218 seropositive and 300 seronegative specimens. 
